
“Susan is such a great listener 
with the right questions to draw 

out the best in others.”

— Artist, Nashville, TN

“Susan has been an incredible asset 
to the growth of my company and 
its profitability. . .she actively 
listens to my concerns and 
struggles and helps me to see 

beyond the day to day and explore 
where I want the company to be 

in tin the future.”

— Business owner, Austin, TX

“Susan has found her calling as a 
leadership coach. . .I leave every 
conversation feeling empowered 
and energized. She masterfully lis-
tens, consults and encourages to 
provide clarity and direction.”

— CPA, Mt. Vernon, IA

“Susan empowers you to dig 
deep and uncover your hidden 
aspirations, then will see you 
through the entire journey.”

— CPA, Kalona, IA

What is your highest potential? 
It is my mission to help you uncover this and thrive! I 
believe coaching is an intentional, process oriented 
relationship in which you maximize growth in a specific 
area. I promise to be intentional about our time together 
and offer commitment to your growth.

II want to make an impact on you and for you to walk away 
from each session knowing something important that you 
didn’t know before. I want the continuation of these 
important lessons to bring you to a time where you look back 
at goals that once felt impossible and see them complete. 

II am passionate about coaching and helping others live in their 
potential. Everyone has a purpose and I strive to help others 
uncover and enhance theirs through stretching and growth.

AnAn un-stretched rubber band sitting on a desk is just an 
object without much use. If le  un-stretched, it doesn’t suit 
its purpose. Stretch the rubber band too far and it snaps. 
However, using a rubber band for its intended purpose, 
through growth and stretching, its potential is maximized. 

Maximize your potential
to thrive & grow

S Stutzel Coaching 563-886-4533  |  susan@sstutzelcpa.c


